Onesait Disruptors Sustainability
Unleashing the path towards a circular and collaborative future

Applying cutting-edge technology to the collection, sorting
and recycling process, with the aim of making management
more efficient, effective and sustainable.
Box 4: What is Onesait Disruptors Sustainability Waste?
Disruptors Sustainability is a platform for the smart management of waste, used
by the agents involved in the circular economy, providing IoT and analytical
capabilities (at operational and socio-economic level). The value is based on the
impact on relevant stakeholders:
.

Citizens

Local Public Entities

•

More sustainability city

•

•

Participation in city life and
access to useful local
information

Tracking performance and
efficiency in services

•

Public visibility of initiatives

•

Analysis of citizen perception
(social networks, polls, etc.)

•

Improved quality services

A service that meets better their
needs and allows interaction with
services and city

Detailed information about sevices,
tracking the level of contract
compliance by service providers

Box 5: Why customers
use Onesait Disruptors
Sustainability Waste?
This at-a-glance box
•

Open Ecosystem in which any
company that can provide
technological solutions of
interest for the packaging
collection can participate.

•

The heterogeneity of data
obtained is transformed into
knowledge which can
articulate new intelligences
for the benefit of the city.

•

Omnichannel, Connected,
Flexible and Collaborative

Service Providers
•

Customer needs prediction

•

Dynamic routes

•

Brand

New data and management tools
without detriment to those
currently used. Change of public
bidding model

“Indra has demonstrated a consistent track of record of creating a platform business model that helps the city to deliver
meaningful services, inviting third parties to innovate within its ecosystems.”
- TM Forum
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How Onesait Disruptors Sustainability works, to achieve
business benefits
Disruptors Sustainability Offer

Setting up new business models and optimizing
current one.
•

Tailored to every territory´s idiosyncrasy

•

Provide end-to-end vision among all stakeholders

•

Onesait Platform as the central element of the Circular
Economy ecosystem

Our promise to you
Create a more sustainable people-focused
company, and become a key part of the
Circular Economy ecosystem

An offer to get you started

Proof & Statistics of Joint Solution
•

New management models with lower operational costs (cost
reduction ranging btw. 10-30%)

•

Information at granular level and of interest for the citizen
communication service

•

Transparency between agents thanks to homogeneous and
objective information

•

Joint Venture Ecoembes / Minsait

•

Technology is one of the key factors in
this transformation

•

Long tail vision, leveraging on existing
resources, both proprietary and from
third parties
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Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•

Reduction of costs of he waste collection service and increase of recyclability ratios

•

Generation of collective intelligence scenarios

•

Promote the data culture, boosting transparency in management

•

Citizen participation and involvement

Why Minsait?
We promote the transformation of business and society, through innovative solutions and services, setting people at the
center of everything.
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